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E-discovery’s most complete document
review and case management software.
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Visual Review

Integrated Analytics

Visual Predictive Coding

Ringtail combines powerful keyword search,
concept clustering and e-discovery’s best, and
only, visual review tool, Document Mapper.™

The fastest way to find key facts, visualize
trends, identify important documents and
eliminate irrelevant documents before review.
Ringtail’s advanced analytics accelerate the
development of case strategy.

From rapid training to flexible coding, Ringtail’s
predictive coding is intuitive, easy-to-use and
applicable to a wide variety of review projects.

Massive Scalability

Simplified Case Administration

Award-Winning Usability

Industry-leading scalability and security
provides unparalleled flexibility for handling
both single and multi-matter project demands.

Effortlessly manage cases, groups, security,
workflows and reporting from one central
administration page.

Designed to empower rapid decision making
and improve productivity for the entire legal
team, Ringtail’s clear, colorful and concise
interface is easy to learn and use.

If you think you know Ringtail,
think again. Dramatically
redesigned to improve the
accuracy and speed of document
review, no other e-discovery
platform provides the ease-of-use,
power and flexibility of Ringtail.
®

Fast, Defensible Document Review
& Production
Ringtail is the strongest platform for law firms and
corporate legal teams tasked with managing the
complexity and scope of today’s global e-discovery,
and also ideal for reliably supporting everyday
litigation workflows. Ringtail delivers easy-to-use,
cost-effective review with advanced analytics, visual
document review and robust production capabilities
across all matter sizes and types.
From routine legal matters to time-pressured internal
investigations to large, multi-district litigation,
Ringtail’s patented features will dramatically improve
the speed and accuracy of review while providing a
predictable process and reduced costs across your
e-discovery projects.

Find Key Facts & Documents Quickly
Ringtail delivers e-discovery’s most complete fact-finding
ensemble in an extremely easy-to-use user interface. With
the ability to visualize trends, summarize data, see
multiple decision points and zoom in and out of data
dynamically, Ringtail illuminates the key information your
team needs more quickly than any other platform.

Quick and easy
processing

Predictive
coding

Efficiently Reuse Data Across
Multiple Matters
Ringtail makes it easy to manage a single data repository
for multiple matters by retaining the coding history of
documents which are frequently requested during
litigation or regulatory responses. This means you can
collect, process, review and privilege code only once,
and then reuse the information when new matters arise.
Matter-appropriate documents are easily identified and
accessed when a new matter begins without the need to
collect and process again.

Analytics-Assisted
Data Review

Document Review
and Annotation

Scale Effortlessly
Ringtail was built from the ground up to scale from small
and medium sized matters to the demands of the world’s
largest cases. Unlike other solutions that require making
trade-offs that can impact review productivity when data
volumes increase, Ringtail scales effortlessly when a
routine project suddenly increases in scope and size.

Powerful
Production Tools

Deposition and Trial
Preparation

Visualize Case Trends and Find Facts Fast
Ringtail’s visual document review and integrated analytics accelerates the discovery of key facts, documents and case
themes. This, in turn, will allow your team to build stronger case strategies, negotiate more confidently, reduce surprises
and deftly manage the review and production process, no matter the case size or complexity. Feature-rich and easy to
use, Ringtail keeps reviews on track and legal teams in control.
E-mail threading allows
legal teams to focus on
the unique items in an
e-mail thread,
eliminating the timeconsuming process of
reading duplicative
sections.

Visual Predictive Coding
substantially improves
the speed, quality and
consistency of review
projects while also
delivering profound time
and cost savings.

Visualize and review search results, binders, or assignments with
Document Mapper. By examining similar documents at the same time,
reviewers make faster and more accurate coding decisions.

Identify relevance and
privilege terms in the
same document using
custom color multi-hit
highlighting.

Manage Projects of Any Size with Confidence
Litigation support teams will benefit from Ringtail’s redesigned administration tool set, making the creation,
configuration, and tracking of all e-discovery projects quick and simple. Improved usability features include a
personalized home page, friendly task menus, navigation “breadcrumbs,” and a robust quick search tool which
can search for anything in the Ringtail database.
Quick search provides
a one stop global
search for all objects in
Ringtail. Color coding
helps users parse the
field types and build
searches effortlessly.

Ringtail’s elegantly
designed processing
dashboard makes it
easy to track details of
all steps in the project.

Review Workflow
summary allows
administrators to quickly
review the status of all
the phases in a review –
quickly identifying
trouble spots.

Permission-based, the new Ringtail home page shows users only the items
they need to see, with each key area of the application only a click away.

FTI Technology helps clients manage
the risk and complexity of e-discovery.
We collaborate with clients to develop
and implement defensible e-discovery
strategies with a keen focus on the
productivity of document review.
Our complete range of offerings, from
forensic data collection to managed
document review services, provides
unprecedented flexibility to address any
discovery challenge with confidence.
Our clients rely on our software, services
and expertise to address matters
ranging from internal investigations
to large-scale litigation with global
e-discovery requirements.
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